Standing Committees

Audi: John Meyer, Susan Rosenbaum, Hillel Ofek, Edward W. Thomas, Richard C. Jaeger
Awards: Ralph Preis, Oscar N. Garcia
Awards Policy: Ned Kornfield
Ex-officio Members: Oscar N. Garcia, Ronald G. Hoelzemann, Joseph Logue
Eckert-Mauchly: Ming T. Liu
W. Wallace McDowell: John Bauer
Technical Achievement: Arthur Pohm
Computer Pioneer: Harry Huskey
External Awards Search: Claud Davis
Field Awards Search: Marshall Yovits
Society Awards Search: Barbara Sternick
Richard E. Merwin/Dia. Service: Samuel Horvitz
Outstanding Contrib. / Meritorious Service / Appreciation: Ralph Preis (acting)
Constitution and bylaws: Martha Sloan, Rolland B. Arndt, Merlin G. Smith, Robert G. Stewart
Clyde Camp Elections: Ming T. Liu, Fletcher J. Buckley
Fellows: Samir Husson, Arthur Pohm, Rex Rice, Harriett B. Rigas, Cyril J. Tunis, H.S. McDonald, Raymond Miller, Charles R. Vick
Nominations: Oscar N. Garcia, Merlin G. Smith, P. Bruce Berra, Ronald G. Hoelzeman
Operations: Martha Sloan, Robert G. Stewart, Roy L. Russo, Helen M. Wood, Oscar N. Garcia
West Coast Operations: Al Haugland, Joseph Fernandez, Ray Yabben, Herbert Hecht, Harut Abatjian
Computer Services Advisory: Marshall D. Abrams
Personnel: Martha Sloan, Helen M. Wood, Oscar N. Garcia, Roy L. Russo, Rolland B. Arndt, Joseph Fernandez
Compensation: Martha Sloan, Oscar N. Garcia, Robert G. Stewart, Roy L. Russo, Helen M. Wood
Planning: Dick B. Simmons, Ronald G. Hoelzeman, Stanley Winkler, Stephen Yau, Robert G. Stewart
Ad Hoc Committees: European Task Force: Herbert Weber, Paul L. Borrill, Rolland Saam, Robert Winton, Martin Bolton, Amin Frei, Ginder Koch, Brian Wilkins
Research: Sidney Fernbach, Lazlo J. Belady, Fred Buelow, Harvey Cragon, Martin Graham, Yo-han Pao, Aristides A.G. Requicha, Rex Rice, Don Rosenstein, Harold S. Stone, Roy L. Russo

Area Activities Board

Area Activities Board: Charles R. Vick
Vice Chair: James L. Hlemen
Secretary: James L. Hlemen
Area committee chairs:
Region 1 (Northeastern): Amrit Goel
Region 2 (Midwest/Ohio Valley): Harry K. Frost
Region 3 (Southeastern): Kenneth D. Berg
Region 4 (Midwestern): Wing H. Huen
Region 5 (Southeastern): Parker Blevins
Region 6 (Pacific): Irving Doshay
Region 7 (Canadian): Miguel Marin
Region 8 (European Area): Herbert Weber
Region 9 (Latin America): Bernardo Retchikman
Region 10 (Eastern Hemisphere): Anthony Pau

Area Activities Board: Charles R. Vick
Vice Chair: James L. Hlemen
Secretary: James L. Hlemen
Area committee chairs:
Region 1 (Northeastern): Amrit Goel
Region 2 (Midwest/Ohio Valley): Harry K. Frost
Region 3 (Southeastern): Kenneth D. Berg
Region 4 (Midwestern): Wing H. Huen
Region 5 (Southeastern): Parker Blevins
Region 6 (Pacific): Irving Doshay
Region 7 (Canadian): Miguel Marin
Region 8 (European Area): Herbert Weber
Region 9 (Latin America): Bernardo Retchikman
Region 10 (Eastern Hemisphere): Anthony Pau

Organization and Planning: Frederick E. Petry
Chapter Development Committee: Chapter Tutorial: Murali Varanasi
Chapter Video Tutorial Program: Joseph Urban
Distinguished Visitors Program: Willis K. King
Finance Committee Representative: Charles R. Vick
Student Activities: Harriet B. Rigas, Ashok Krishnamurthy
Science Fair Representative: New Activities: Susan L. Rosenbaum

Educational Activities Board

President: J. T. Cain
Chair: Gerald L. Engel
Secretary / Newsletter Editor: Harry Brearley
Committees:
Committee: CSAB Activities: Willis K. King
ABET Activities:
Continuing Education:
Curriculum Development: Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
Project: Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
Laboratory Project: Keith Barker
Representatives:
ACM / CS Task Force - Precollege Ed.: David L. Hannum
Computer Engr. Department Heads:
Finance Committee Representative: J. T. Cain
Education Rep. to COMPUTER Mag.: Ronald G. Hoelzeman
ICCC: James N. Snyder
NCC: Michael C. Mulder
TIE Project: David L. Hannum
Workshops: Gerald L. Engel

Conferences and Tutorials Board

President: Roy L. Russo
Chair: James H. Aylor
Committee: Conference Committee Chair: Edward W. Thomas
Conference on Space Age Technology: Chester Carroll
FCIC 1985: Stanley Winkler
Tutorials Committee Chair: Ming T. Liu
Design & Test Week: Raymond P. Obery, Hillel Ofek
Tutorial Week East: Murali Varanasi
Tutorial Week West: Joseph Fernandez
Tutorial Week Washington: Ming T. Liu, Tse-yun Feng
Tutorial Week San Francisco: Joseph Fernandez, Sidney Fernbach
Tutorials Development Planning: Gordon Padwick
Society Annual Conferences Chair: Harvey Freeman
Compon Spring: Sidney Fernbach
Compon Fall:
Comppac: Stephen Yau
Compexec: Herbert Weber
At Large: Hillel Ofek
Proposal review chair: Raymond P. Obery
Representative from TABB: Kenneth R. Anderson
Finance Chair: James H. Aylor
Finance Vice Chair: Barry Johnson
IEEE TAB Meetings Committee: Raymond P. Obery
Secretary: Hillel Ofek
Operations:
Director of Conferences: William R. Habingreuther
Director of Tutorials: Marta Camilleri

Membership and Information Activities

Vice President: Russell E. Theisen
Committee:
Membership: David Pessl
Admissions:
Information Activities and Public Policy: Ned Kornfield
Finance Committee Representative: Russell E. Theisen
Member Services - IEEE: Clark Hay
Representative to IEEE Standards Board: John Riganati
Representative to ANSI X3 Committee: David Gelpin
Representative to SCC-20 (ATLAS): David Ackley

Representative to CS/TAB: Rick Fredrick
Representative to ACM Standards Committee: William F. LaPlant
Representative from Technical Activities Board: Paul L. Hazan
International Standards Activity Coordinator: Alan Hankinson
Appointed Member, Standards Coordinating Committee: William Schumacher

APPOINTED MEMBERS: Laurel Kaleda, Perry R. Nuhn, Paul L. Borrill, James Fournoy, David B. Gustavson, Herbert Hecht, Tom Kurhara, Glen G. Langdon, Jr., William F. LaPlant, Jr., Jane Radatz, Gary Robinson, Ron Wuxman, Helen Wood

SPONSOR REPRESENTA TIVES:
TC Computer Communications: Maris Graube
TC Computing and the Handicapped: Carl Friedlander
TC Design Automation: Ron Wuxman
TC Fault-Tolerant Computing: Richard Watters
TC Microprocessors and Microcomputers: Michael Smolin
TC Oceanic Engineering and Technology: James Syck
TC Operating Systems: Stephen W. Sherman
TC Security and Privacy: Ted Rosing
TC Software Engineering: George Tice
TC Test Technology: J. Reese Brown, Jr.
Joint Panel Committee: Michael Hagerty

Technical Activities Board

President: Robert G. Stewart
Vice Chair: Kenneth R. Anderson
Operations Committee Secretary: Jon Butler
Budgets: Samuel Horvitz
Computer Services Representative: Danny Cohen, Joseph L. Linn
Conferences and Tutorials Board: Ming T. Liu, Raymond P. Obery
Educational Activities Board Representative: Alford Bork
Finance Committee Representative: Robert G. Stewart
CS Publications Board Representative: Norman F. Schneidewind
Rep. from Conferences and Tutorials Board: Joseph E. Urban
Representative from CS Publications Board: Susan Rosenbaum
Representative to CS Standards Board: Paul Hazan
Representative from CS Standards Board: Rick Fredrick
TAB Newsletter: Earl Swartlander, W. V. Vilkels
Technical Committee Chairs
Computational Medicine: Anthony Cullwick
Computer Architecture: Danny Cohen
Computer Communications:
Computer Elements: Arthur Pohm
Computer Graphics:
Computer Languages: Pei Hsia
Computer Packaging: Wulf Knausenberger
Computing and the Handicapped: Elmer Hoyer
Computers in Education: Alfred Bork
Data Base Engineering: Gion C. M. Wiederhold
Design Automation: Arnold Goldscl
Distributed Processing: Jane K. Kim
Fault Tolerant Computing: Jean-Claude LaPrie
Mass Storage Systems: Bernard T. O’Lear
Microprogramming: Joseph L. Linn
Microprocessors & Microcomputers: Michael Smolin
Multiple Valued Logic: David M. Miller
Oceanic Eng. & Technology: Daniel Steiger
Office Automation:
Operating Systems:
Optical Processing: John Walkup
Pmn Anly & Machine Intell.: Ariel Rosenfeld
Personal Computing: Paul L. Hazan
Real Time Systems: William C. McDonald
Robotics: Wesley E. Snyder
Security and Privacy: Richard Kemmerer
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